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As an innovative healthcare services
company working to accelerate
diagnosis in rare neurodevelopmental
disorders, Ambit frequently hears
skepticism from neurologists about
genetic testing for patients experiencing
seizures. Recurrent concerns include: 1)
that results may not meaningfully
change management for these patients,
and 2) that implementing genetic testing
into clinical practice is challenging, and
may raise more questions than it
answers.

Introduction

Genet ic  d iagnos i s  as  a  cata lys t  for  bet ter  care  for  
pat ients  w i th  se izures  and deve lopmenta l  de lay
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Genetic diagnosis of developmental and epileptic encephalopathies (DEEs)
can have a life-changing impact for some patients.
At least 20 genes have precision therapy options, including three of the top five
most common childhood epilepsies.
New precision therapies are coming: excluding cancer, biopharma companies
are investing in 1,100+ active clinical development programs in rare disease.
Almost 50 companies are developing treatments for rare DEEs.
Nearly 2-in-3 neurologists and psychiatrists lack confidence in ordering genetic
testing, while over 4-in-5 desire more training to interpret results.   Even
among neurologists who do order genetic testing, many tell us they worry that
test results may just “open a can of worms.”
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It's unusual to detect something with
genetic testing that has a very specific

treatment that's going to make a
difference… There are a few very

important ones [where] the testing can
create a dramatic change in treatment

that's a big improvement for the
patient. 

Dramatic Treatment Impacts from Genetic Results
Affecting about 1 in 2,000 live births worldwide, single-gene epilepsies are more
common than previously thought.   Despite many genes causing predisposition to
epilepsy, the top 10 most diagnosed single-gene disorders are estimated to account
for about 75-85% of people who receive a genetic diagnosis. 
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– Pediatric neurologist at Providence



Gene(s) Treatment(s) Outcome Agents to Avoid  

 KCNQ2, 
KCNQ3

Low-dose oral
carbamazepine or
oxcarbamazepine

88% of patients
responded with
seizure control and
fewer hospitalizations  

KCNQ2: Potassium
channel openers may
be contraindicated
Note: Treatments depend on
whether the mutation leads
to gain or loss of function.

SCN1A

Stiripentol +
valproate + clobazam
Fenfluramine
Cannabidiol
Note: Treatments depend on
variant function.

100% effectiveness of
precision therapies
leading to seizure
reduction of ≥50%

Sodium channel
blockers
Note: Treatments depend on
whether the mutation leads
to gain or loss of function.

 SLC2A1 
Initiate ketogenic or
similar dietary
changes

95% of the children
had >50% seizure
reduction

Barbiturates (e.g.,
phenobarbital),
methylxanthines (e.g.,
caffeine), and
valproic acid
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Table 1. When Genetic Diagnoses Guide Precision Therapy in Common Genetic Epilepsies
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A genetic diagnosis of a DEE can have a range of outcomes, which may or may not
include altering treatments. However, altering treatments after a genetic diagnosis 
is increasingly common. Reviewing the results of
a recent population-based study seeking to
identify the genetic cause of pediatric epilepsies
reveals that nine of the 10 most commonly
diagnosed disorders have precision therapy
considerations (Table 1).      Current evidence
suggests that for the minority of patients who
receive a genetic diagnosis, the management
outcomes can be highly significant.
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Our data suggest that genetic
testing should be a primary
investigation for epilepsies

presenting in early childhood.2
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Case Study Analysis
When Genetic Testing Yields a Life-Changing Improvement in Treatment

Charlie was born in 2018 without health concerns and, for four
months, grew and met his milestones. But at four months old, he
experienced a 10-minute tonic-clonic seizure. An MRI scan
revealed a “small abnormality,” which his neurologist thought
was the cause of his seizure. Over the next 14 months, Charlie 
experienced many more seizures, some lasting up to 
an hour (Figure 1). He was prescribed several anti-seizure 
medications, but these were unsuccessful in reducing or
controlling his seizures.

At age 10 months, Charlie was hospitalized twice in 
the pediatric ICU on a ventilator due to secondary effects 
from his medications. At age 12 months, his mother requested 
genetic testing, but the neurologist declined, citing the abnormal finding on the MRI.
At 17 months old, Charlie was prescribed a sodium channel blocker. His walk became
“wobbly” and he began to have absence seizures as well as vomiting, complex and
simple partial seizures, and head drop episodes. He had up to 40 atonic seizures a
day. His neurologist kept increasing the medications.
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Zero 
severity

Extremely 
severe

First tonic-clonic
seizure

Lengthening seizures, 
monthly ED visits 

~40 atonic seizures daily
~6 other seizures monthly

Unsteady gait
Vomiting

Atonic 
seizures 

stop

Seizure free
+ enhanced 

treatment

Anticonvulsants

Rescue
meds

Ventilator
Increasing 

dosage

Breathing
difficulty

Mother requests 
genetic testing;

Neurologist refuses

Discontinuation of
sodium channel blocker

Speech therapy + other
services available with

complete diagnosis

12

Initiation of sodium
channel blocker 

Neurologist's NP
observes atonic seizure;

Genetic testing finds
pathogenic SCN1A variant

Figure 1. A Visualization of a Caregiver’s Narrative: Symptoms vs. Treatments
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I wish I had pushed for
what I felt was needed.
We had been actively
hurting my child for

months.

interpreting genetic test results (although 69% thought genetic testing should be
ordered more often).4

of Dravet syndrome, at almost 2 years old.
After changing medications from the
contraindicated sodium channel blocker, he
became seizure free.

We can’t know exactly why the physician
decided against genetic testing for Charlie,
but it’s possible they determined the brain
MRI abnormality played a significant role in
his seizures, or that they lacked the
knowledge to order genetic testing. In one
study surveying neurologists and
psychiatrists 67% said they lacked confidence
in ordering genetic testing, and 83% agreed
that they needed more education 

 - Charlie’s Mother

While Charlie’s experience may have
been better in the care of a pediatric
neurologist experienced with Dravet
syndrome, not all rare epilepsies are
easy to identify, as we explored in our
last white paper Who Are We Missing?:
Challenges and Solutions to Accelerate
Diagnosis of Rare DEEs. 

Charlie’s physician may also have thought genetic testing would have a low yield or
was concerned that the results would “open a can of worms” and cause more problems
than it solved. While there was a diagnostic SCN1A finding in Charlie’s case, negative
results and variants of uncertain significance (VUS) are returned in approximately 80%
of genetic tests for epilepsy.   Meanwhile, the physician and their staff would need to
navigate the front-end challenges of genetic testing, including insurance hassles,

10

After witnessing the atonic seizures, an astute nurse helped coordinate genetic testing.
Charlie’s results showed he had a pathogenic SCN1A variant, confirming his diagnosis 

figuring out which test to order,
collecting the sample, and
counseling the family about the
testing. Waiting for a referral to
genetics specialists to manage the
testing could take months and cause
logistical burdens for the family. All
of these factors may lead to
physicians being conservative in
assessing which of their patients are
candidates for genetic testing.

https://www.ambitcare.com/hcp/dee-underdiagnosis-white-paper


Choosing the "right" test
Testing is based on the patient’s history and
symptom presentation 

Obtaining insurance 
approval

Testing is free for families and does not go
through the patient’s insurance process

Coordinating 
testing

AmbitCare Ambassadors work directly with the
patient to facilitate sample collection

Communicating results 
to patients

Trained genetic counselors provide prompt
and compassionate 1:1 counseling
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Clinical Challenges AmbitCare's Answer

Conclusions

At AmbitCare, we are driven to provide genetic diagnoses for patients with seizures and
DEEs. While transformative care is currently available for only a minority of patients,
completing genetic testing sooner can ensure that highly significant treatments get to
the patients who need them. Moreover, even patients for whom no precision therapy is
currently available can potentially benefit from the opportunity to participate in clinical
trials, as well as contribute to the collective scientific knowledge base that will drive
future treatment advances.

If our services can benefit your practice and patients, please contact our Clinical Liaison
to learn more about our free genetic services and support at 508-296-8471 or
clinical@ambitinc.com.

Because accessing genetic testing earlier with initial symptom presentation can be
challenging for healthcare providers and families, AmbitCare has developed targeted
services to increase efficiency for clinicians and reduce the time and personnel needed
to bring genetic testing to your patients.

tel:5082968471
mailto:clinical@ambitinc.com


Seizure Neurodevelopmental diagnosis
+ at least one Other symptom

defined as:Seizure

(single or multiple
episodes)

Unprovoked seizure
of unknown etiology

defined as:Neurodevelopment
Autism spectrum disorder
Intellectual disability
Developmental delay
Missed milestones
Regression

symptoms defined as:Other
Cerebral palsy
Congenital malformations
Abnormal tone
Abnormal movement
Feeding issues or constipation
Skin abnormalities
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OR

Patients Who Qualify for AmbitCare

Any age, includes those with a history of
these symptoms
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